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chapter VEL
our party was now again collected; and Philina, who always
kept a sharp look-out on every horse or carriage that passed by,
exclaimed, with great eagerness: "Our Pedant! Here comes our
dearest Pedant! Who the deuce is it he has with him?" Speaking
thus,,she beckoned at the window, and the vehicle drew up.
A woful-loqUnng genius, whom, by his shabby coat of grayish
brown, and his ill-conditioned lower garments, you must have
taken for some unprosperous preceptor, of the sort that moulder
in our universities, now descended from the carnage, and, taking
off his hat to salute Philina, discovered an ill-powdered but yet
very stiff periwig, while Philina threw a hundred kisses of the
hand towards him.
As Philina's chief enjoyment lay in loving one .class of men,.,
and being loved by them; so there was a second and hardly infe-
rior satisfaction, wherewith she entertained herself as frequently
as possible; and this consisted in hoodwinking and passing jokes
upon the other class, whom at such moments she happened not to
love; all which she could accomplish in a very sprightly style.
Amid the flourish which she made in receiving this old friend,
no attention was bestowed upon the rest who followed him. Yet
among the party were an oldish man and two young girls, whom
Wilhelm thought he knew. Accordingly it turned out, that he had
often seen them all, some years ago, in a company then playing
in his native town. The daughters had grown since that period;
the old man was little altered. He commonly enacted those
good-hearted boisterous old gentlemen, whom the German theatre
is never without, and whom, in common life, one also frequently
enough falls in with. For as it is the character of our countrymen
to do good, and cause it, without pomp or circumstance, so they
seldom consider that there is likewise a mode of doing what is
right with grace and dignity; more frequently, indeed, they yield
to the spirit of contradiction, and fall into the error of deforming
their dearest virtue by a surly mode of putting it in practice.
Such parts our actor could play very well; and he played them
so often and exclusively, that he had himself taken up the same
turn of proceeding in his ordinary life.
On recognising him, Wilhelm was seized with a strong com-
motion : he recollected how often he had seen this man on the

